
1. Machine Learning Engineer Intern

At Byton, we are developing the cutting-edge technology in Machine Learning/AI for our next-generation
EV. In the AI/Data Science team of Byton, you will have the opportunities to work on many high impact
and high innovative projects in areas of safety, personalization and optimization.

You will collaborate with product, marketing and engineering teams to leverage AI/machine learning to
solve cross-disciplinary problems. You will also have the opportunity to work with the team to push
forward the frontier of AI Research, including deep learning, reinforcement learning, Natural Language
Processing, …, etc.

Come to be part of Byton’s AI/Data Science team to create breakthrough technologies in AI, to make
the world a safer and cleaner place!

Responsibilities:

 Develop solutions with AI/machine learning for problems in the areas of safety, personalization
and optimization of EV and cloud for EV.

 Collaborate with product, marketing and engineering teams to leverage AI/machine learning to
solve cross-disciplinary problems.

 Productionize machine learning models for EV and cloud for EV.
 Participate in cutting-edge Research in AI/machine learning.

Qualifications:

 BA/BS degree in Computer Science or related technical field or equivalent practical experience.
 1 years of work or educational experience in Machine Learning or Artificial Intelligence.
 Experience with one or more general purpose programming languages including but not limited

to: Java, C/C++ or Python
 Solid background in algorithms, data structures, and object-oriented programming

Preferred Qualifications:

 MS or PhD degree in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, or related
technical field.

 Exposure to Deep Learning, Neural Networks, or related fields and a strong interest and desire to
learn about them

2. Systems Engineering Intern

Be a part of the next generation of automotive technology. In this internship, you will be
immersed in the future of User Experience and Digital Content in vehicles, as part of our
Intelligent Car Experience team. Jump start your career with Byton Automotive!

A DAY IN THE LIFE:



 Collaborate alongside industry leading technical experts across functions: Solutions Architecture,
Systems Integration, Software Design, E/E, Validation.

 Network w/ professionals at the cusp of the automotive revolution.
 A fast-paced, high-energy, start-up culture.
 Flexible work hours and free catered lunches.

YOU ARE:

 Pursuing a Master’s degree in Systems, Electrical, Software, or Computer Engineering (or
similar). Bachelor’s degree candidate with a passion will be considered.

 Self-motivated and enthusiastic about technology and engineering.
 Passionate about next generation automotive and infotainment user experience and technologies

YOUWILL:

 Develop experience defining the specifications of some of the industry’s most exciting features in
Intelligent Car Experience.

 Learn modeling skills, such as UML (i.e. Activity Diagrams, Sequence Diagrams, State
Machine/Transition Diagrams, System Diagrams)

 Collaborate regularly with Software Engineering (including DevOps, Framework, and BSD),
Quality Engineering, and Vehicle Integration Engineering.

 Popular industry documentation and work flow management tools, such as Confluence, Jira, Jama.
 “Work Hard, Play Hard!”

3. Camera Tracking Intern

Requirement:

 Develop an iOS app displaying the feed from a drone camera
 Applying live tracking to human subject
 Perform positioning algorithm based on video feed
 Gather positioning data
 Work closely with mobile development team
 Document research and deliver implementable improvements

Background:

 Bsc/Msc engineering
 Maths and physics
 Robotic
 iOS development (swift)
 Camera tracking
 Good with test set-ups



4. Corporate Quality, Engineering Intern

As a member of the quality team, you will be providing multiple services to support the quality and
process excellence goals of the product and the company. You must be able to work in an ever changing
start-up environment and work towards developing world class processes for a global company. A
passion for vehicles is very important. The Corporate Quality Intern will report to the Sr Quality
Engineer.

RESPONSIBILITIES

 Supports maintainance and improvement of vehicle quality, using the do-it-right-the-first-time
concept, by measuring performance and driving improvements, in addition to completing product,
process, people, systems, compliance, and surveillance audits; investigating customer, audit, and
testing issues & complaints; collaborating with other members of management and support teams
to develop & enhance our products, processes, and teams

 Assist cross-functional quality work between engineering groups and other functional areas
 Support DFMEAs, and assist SQ/Manufacturing with PFMEAs performed on all product areas.
 Supports the preparion of quality documentation and reports - by developing measurement

strategies and glidepaths; collecting, analyzing and summarizing information and trends on issue
identification and resolution plans and implementation targets.

 Assist leadership in development of business processes as required
 Assist in the creation of Quality processes and procedures utilizing APQP
 Assist where required in the development of a world class product including writing material,

testing and process specifications
 Support the preparation of material for teaching classes and leading workshops on Quality topics

including DFMEA, PFMEA and Control Plans, KPCs, APQP, PPAP, Gage R&R, SPC,
Hypothesis Testing, Design of Experiment, Problem Solving techniques.

 Support the audit of fit & finish, GD&T principles and manufacturing processes for metal, plastic,
composite materials.

 Support the implementation of VDA SPICE and provide training as required.
 Support the implementation of ISO 26262 for future platforms
 Quality verification of firmware/software validation testing
 Audit validation & release processes to ensure integrity and completeness
 Support validation of DVP&R and quality processes by confirming product specifications and

quality attributes; measuring production products, processes & vehicles; documenting evidence;
determining operational and performance qualification; writing and updating respective
procedures to improve vehicle quality. Drive Results.

 Support quality verification of CAE simulation validation demonstrating properties for the
models for Safety, NVH and Durability.

 Assist in the establishment and use of Document Control
 Collaborate with cross-functional teams within Byton Vehicle Engineering, Manufacturing

Engineering, Supplier Quality, Manufacturing and Manufacturing Quality and others to ensure
system manufacturing and assembly feasibility and serviceability.

https://app2.greenhouse.io/sdash/4172662002


REQUIREMENTS

 9+ months cumulative experience from prior internships roles within an Automotive or aerospace
engineering environment;

 Currently in process of pursuing a Bachelor's or Master's in Mechanical, Electrical, or related
engineering field;

 Statistical knowledge essential, using, Minitab or another analysis tool;
 Product development and validation experience;
 Hands-on testing experience;
 Proven problem tracking and solving with a demonstrated ability to manage a complex project(s)

within tight timing constraints;
 Exposure and/or knowledge of GD&T;
 Self-motivated, with a desire to continuously improve and learn.


